Lobbying Activity Restrictions: The Act states that stations may not use any funds provided by
CPB for purposes of:. . . conducting any reception or providing any other entertainment for any
officer or employee of the Federal Government or any State or local government. §396 (k)(2)(A)
Stations should keep in mind that the Internal Revenue Service restricts the amount of political
and legislative activities (such as lobbying) a non-profit organization may engage in. . . exemption
from taxation. . . shall be denied because a substantial part of the activities of such organization
consists of carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting, to influence legislation . . . 26
U.S.C. §501(c)(3)
ILLEGAL LOBBYING
It is a serious concern that the American citizens tax dollars funded to CPB and NPR are being
used illegally, through the revolving doors of Washington, to hire lobbyists. In the last 3 quarters
of 2018, NPR in fact funded lobbyists over 501, 750.00 (167, 250.00 x 3) to influence
Washington's decision regarding Public Funding. 31 U.S.C. Section 1352 prohibits the use of
federal funds to engage in lobbying activities. The law is clear and states that you may not use
federal funds to influence or attempt to influence any member of the Executive or Legislative
branches of government for the purpose of securing a grant or contract.
FACT: NPR Subsidy of expression " air-waves" violates the First Amendment.

THIS IS A CHECK LIST, NOTICE IT SAYS # 4. They state NO!

Inspector General of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting announced an investigation into
how public broadcasting may have engaged in illegal lobbying against a proposed cut in federal
funding of public TV and radio. 18 Republican lawmakers, led by Representative Ginny BrownWaite of Florida, made the official request asking the Justice Department to take a look, yet
nothing could be done.
Members of Congress are concerned about violations of law. 31USC, Section 1352 prohibits the
use of federal funds to engage in lobbying activities. The law is clear. It says that you may not use
federal funds to influence or attempt to influence any member of the Executive or Legislative
branches of government for the purpose of securing a grant or contract. CPB and PBS are
sufficiently linked with the government to come within the state action doctrine, and thus are
bound by constitutional restrictions. The mode of subsidy created by the Public Broadcasting Act
inextricably involves the government in programming determinations. This government
involvement makes CPB and PBS state actors, subject to the requirements of the First
Amendment. Congress recognized that the First Amendment forbids governmental supervision of
expression.
Direct subsidy of expression ( Government Funding) through the current institutional structure of
CPB violates the First Amendment.
Graphs of Lobbying.

Graphs of Lobbying.

Is it constitutional for the central government to be in the “nonprofit” business of television and
radio? The federal government should not subsidize speech, and has no Right to choose one
viewpoint over another in the marketplace of ideas. 47 USC 399 states that: Support of political
candidates is prohibited. No noncommercial educational broadcasting station may support or

oppose any candidate for political office.
Government intrusion is present in so many phases of its operation that demonstrate and prove
that it has taken on a governmental character.
1. The tax-exempt status of CPB, PBS and NPR and the allowance of charitable deductions for
contributions to them confer a government benefit that contributes to a finding of state action.
2. CPB was created by Congress; its directors are political appointees with comprehensive,
statutorily delegated powers.
3. It reports to Congress annually, and may be audited by the General Accounting Office.
4. Officers and employees of CPB and PBS are subject to salary limitations set by Congress.
5. CPB enforces adherence by PBS and grant recipients to federally mandated accounting
principles and monitors, with PBS, recipients' compliance with regulations, thus performing
oversight functions delegated directly to it by Congress.
6. CPB funding and content regulation involves Congress and the executive in the administration
of the public broadcasting system.
7. Thus all CPB activities are inextricably linked to, and governed by, federal statute.
8. Both CPB and Congress oversee certain PBS activities.
9. The legislative history of the anti-editorializing provision demonstrates an intent to facilitate
prior restraint-particularly to avoid commentary on politicians -without presenting any legitimate
government interest to be furthered by the prohibition.
10. Government acts as editor when it delivers expression directly to the public via, e.g., public
school newspapers and radio and television stations.
11. The anti-editorializing provision prevents public broadcasting stations, in their role as "private
journalists,"' from providing the public with the political ideas that they have a right to receive.
12. As an absolute prior restraint on political speech, the prohibition is unconstitutional. Board
members are denominated by political affiliation, political differences are exacerbated by
encouraging awareness of directors' political preferences; the resulting factionalism fosters
political manipulation of programming preferences.
13. Directors are clearly tied to the Administration that nominated them. Board appointees are
described as "loyal friends" who can control CPB and "fire the current staff who make the grants"
They also are accountable to the Congress that approved their nominations. (If slant, bias, or
injustice is apparent, Congress can make directors "uncomfortable" and "shut down"

appropriations to CPB). Congress and the Executive have acted individually and in concert to
inject politics into the selection process.
More frightening is the fact that our own Government is not able to shut down this propaganda
machine for over 40 years.
Why?
Each time funding cuts are proposed, public broadcasting institutions tout their educational role.
As George Will writes, “Often the last, and sometimes the first, recourse of constituencies whose
subsidies are in jeopardy is: ‘It’s for the children.’”

And it just so happens that President of CPB Patricia Harrison and her husband owned on the largest PR Firm's in the world, by using PR and the Media spreading propaganda, taking millions of American Tax dollars to hire Lobbyists in Washington
to overrule previous BILL's to shut down CPB funding, you can now see how they use their power to influence the media itself, manipulating Congress to continue to distribute these funds to CPB and NPR.

The fact is that the Government cannot change matters regarding a BILL to defund CPB on its own, if it could, it would have done so long ago, therefor it needs, yes "needs" the public, and myself and my wife's participate in Government Relations,
and this is what this proposal and this BILL will be able to accomplish.
AN EXAMPLE OF HOW THIS BILL GETS SHUT DOWN BY PUBLIC SPEAKERS.

CPB and NPR have purposely and deceptively aligned their “liberal leftist agendas" with
children's programming; this is how they orchestrate the "good cop - bad cop" game theory which
is in fact not just illegal, but unconstitutional. By aligning themselves with Big Bird, Mr. Rogers
and Children's Programming (PBS), it is impossible to convince Congress to change things. This
deceptive tactic is extremely effective and the lobbyists that CPB and NPR hire know this. PR
Firms are hired to "manufacture" the news; this is how they create and promote "public outrage"
when anyone from Government wants to step in to defund CPB and NPR.
And it just so happens that President of CPB Patricia Harrison and her husband owned one of the
largest PR Firms in the world. By utilizing Public Relations to influence the Media, you can see
how they are able to manipulate the American Public, and also Congress so that they continue to
distribute these funds to CPB and NPR.
NPR places America in an extremely volatile and dangerous situation, more so when one
considers the PC correctness agenda that allows Christian principles and virtues to be ridiculed
and mocked, while adamantly defending Muslims and Islamic beliefs.
NPR THE TRUTH
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/radio-network-mocking-jesus

http://www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/entertainment/2018/april/npr-on-pope-francis-misquote-about-hell-reports-instead-jesus-did-not-die-go-to-hell-or-rise-again-on-the-third-day

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/will-npr-fire-nina-totenberg-for-wishing-jesse-helms-would-get-aids

The mission is not simply about saving tax dollars, but addresses NPR’s participation in
promoting extremely powerful and dangerous radical terrorist organizations who utilize the media
to spread their manifesto, "destroy America from "within" by advancement of the Islamic
movement infiltrating education; religious proselytization; political activism; audio and video
production; print media; banking and finance." (From the May 22, 1991 discovery and published
findings of Akram's 18-page manifesto - creed document.
SEGMENT OF ORIGINAL DOCUMENT AND TRANSLATION BELOW

TRANSLATED

Nihad Awad, the Chief Executive Officer and Founder of the Council on American-Islamic
Relations, has direct ties to Hamas FBI evidence shows. On the PBS News Hour, CAIR
communications director Ibrahim Hooper, like other CAIR leaders, stated on record expressing
his desire that the U.S. become a Muslim country. “I wouldn’t want to create the impression that I
wouldn’t like the government of the United States to be Islamic sometime in the future,” Hooper
told the Minneapolis Star Tribune in 1993. “But I’m not going to do anything violent to promote
that. I’m going to do it through education.” CAIR: stated they will accomplish this with “a shift
from the collision mentality to the absorption mentality.” Abandoning defiant tactics, seeking to
implant into society Islamic Organizations with the motives and agendas that will gain public
acceptance of Islam through the MEDIA AND PRESS.
Billions of dollars are being donated to NPR to promote liberal and socialist agendas. The fact is
that the entire media industry is owned by only a small fraction of corporations (6). Consider the
way the media has contributed to the disintegration of American Family / society’s traditions,
disregarding morals, ethics and virtuous principles and values; consider the media’s ability and
power to infiltrate the minds of people and specially the younger generation, promoting their
cynical, biased, "anything goes" attitude; consider that NPR has censored people for their
opinions; they have fired people who are Conservative; they have mocked the Crucification of
Jesus Christ while they heavily promote Islamic beliefs; and they continue their crusade of lies,
while pocketing this money and giving themselves bonuses, gifts and excessive salaries more
than Government Officials make; is this not the Enemy of the People?

FACTS PRESENTED WILL PROVE:
FACT: NPR is known as the nation’s most extreme biased Liberal media outlet.
FACT: CPB and NPR (Unconstitutionally) take American Citizens Tax dollars and federal funds

using them for illegal lobbying activities (31 U.S.C. Section 1352.)
FACT: President of CPB, Patricia Harrison, has previous ties with the largest PR Firm in the
world.
FACT: CPB and Harrison utilize a deceptive tactic to create public outrage by using PR in the
media against the U.S. Gov. to be able to continue to receive funding (over 470 million a year.)
FACT: NPR and CPB Clandestine Illegal money laundering through "dues."
FACT: NPR has a History of Blasphemy, openly mocking the Crucifixion of Christ, Christians
and Christianity while supporting Muslims and Islamic beliefs.
FACT: Several times NPR has violated First Amendment Rights of Americans Free Speech.
FACT: Several incidents of Censorship have occurred with NPR.
FACT: NPR promotes Islamic agendas, "Islamophobia.”
FACT: The Muslim of Brotherhood "forced" NPR to fire NPR’s longtime correspondent Juan
Williams.
FACT: NPR Subsidy of expression (airwaves) violates the First Amendment.

FINDINGS
Since 1970 Republicans have been trying to completely defund CPB, NPR and PBS, for various
and obvious reasons. One of the most serious arguments for defunding is that a government
which is $20 trillion in debt should not fund a service where American people’s tax dollars are
being used to support a liberal leftist agenda. There were 2 Bills presented last year (each one was
denied) and President Donald Trump also proposed to totally defund CPB, NPR and PBS.
Congressman Lamborn introduction of H.R. 727 to defund the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB) and National Public Radio (NPR): “Republicans and the new Administration
need to demonstrate that we take our fiscal responsibility seriously. American taxpayers do not
want their hard-earned dollars funding superfluous government programs just because that is the
way things have always been done. That’s why I have reintroduced two pieces of legislation to
permanently defund the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and National Public Radio. CPB
received $445 million during Fiscal Year 2016, and this money could be put to better use
rebuilding our military and enhancing our national security. - Congressman Doug Lamborn
(CO-05)

NPR is so extremely biased, NPR in fact itself even admits this.
* In 1998 Joyce David, assistant foreign editor openly advocated dialoging with radical islamic
groups and admitted that she has tried to change programming to advance an islamic agenda.
* NPR's own official ombudsman, Jeffrey Dvorkin, admitted a liberal bias in NPR's talk
programming.
* INSIDER AT NPR C.E.O. Ken Sterns, former C.E.O., who was fired from NPR and published a
book called Republican Like Me: How I Left the Liberal Bubble and Learned to Love the Right
stated in an interview: "These are self perpetuating organizations; they hire people who are like
them, who think like them; liberals find a home at NPR; THEY ARE USALLY PRIMARILY FROM
THE LEFT.”
* A Pew Research Center poll found most reporters and editors are liberal and that liberals
outnumber conservatives in the media by some 50 to 1.
* Out of 100 College professors who teach media journalism, all 100 of them were liberals.
* A survey found that 85 percent of the students of the Columbia Graduate School of Journalism
identified themselves as liberal, and U.S. journalists with college degrees that have majored in
journalism and are products of many of these will know schools are overwhelmingly liberal by
65-75%.
The 2011 Project Veritas video that showed NPR’s senior VP for fundraising, Ron Schiller,
calling Tea Party conservatives “scary” and “seriously racist,” and telling men affiliated with the
Muslim Brotherhood that NPR would be “better off in the long run without federal funding.”
But most of all there is the clear, consistent, and truly unbelievable partisan nature of public radio
and television. When playwright David Mamet talked a few years ago about wanting to punch the
car radio every time NPR was on, half of America knew exactly what he was talking about. It’s
almost impossible to listen for any length of time without hearing Christians bashed, gun rights
mocked, and conservatives misrepresented.
Findings
Scientific data and algorithms will prove that the sly marketing tactics that the Liberals are
utilizing are working very effectively on the masses. The 50-1 ratio of liberal news media outlets
that have been working prestigiously hard to convert Americans to their liberal leftist views; these
Liberal agendas are also being shared on social media, Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. In fact
statistics reveal that Google is manipulating its algorithm to prioritize left-leaning liberal news
media outlets, and a Pew Research Center released information that Facebook Inc and Twitter Inc.
also manipulate their algorithms, and censor political viewpoints from Conservative news.
Google had a loud defender in the House Judiciary Committee — interestingly the company is
also his top donor.
During the House Judiciary Committee hearing where Google CEO Sundar Pichai was testifying,

Rep. Jerry Nadler (D-NY) opened fire against the House Majority Leader Rep. Kevin McCarthy
(R-CA). He called the concerns of the right about conservative censorship on Google “a fantasy,
dreamed up by some conservatives.” (Notice the wording.) Nadler went on to argue that Google
had the right to “deliberate discriminate against conservative viewpoints.” According
to OpenSecrets.org, Nadler received donations from Alphabet, Inc., Google’s parent company.
Facebook Censoring Conservative Content:
Conservatives have plenty of reason to be concerned. “Facebook is not a neutral host,” said
Tucker Carlson on Thursday evening on his Fox News program. “It has a political agenda. Earlier
this year, Facebook altered its algorithms for what news stories its users see, and the results
conclusively have been devastating for conservatives online.”
According to a study conducted by Western Journalism, the findings were unequivocal: the left of
center sites saw a nearly 14 percent increase in traffic, while the most popular conservative sites
witnessed a 27 percent decrease.”
BIAS
CHRISTIAN BASHING
NPR represents the views of a particular group - those of the politically correct elite left - whose
assumptions frame public affairs programming on public broadcasting. This group is comprised
of a bien pensant coalition of government bureaucrats, academics, entertainers, philanthropists,
ethnic group activists, corporate leaders, etc., many of whom control America’s institutions. This
coalition is an updated version of the “managerial elite” which the political theorist James
Burnham warned would come to rule industrial societies. The views of this group almost always
favor government control of or involvement in everything from healthcare to the environment to
the media. “I don’t think there is any denying the fact that the establishmentarian thought is
liberal,” William F. Buckley said with some bitterness about his experiences working on “Firing
Line” at PBS.
Evan Thomas, Newsweek Washington bureau chief, wrote, “There is a liberal bias, 85 percent of
the reporters who cover the White House vote Democratic.” Reagan speechwriter Peggy Noonan
stated that“arguing over whether PBS is and has long been politically liberal is like arguing over
whether the ocean is and has long been wet. Of course it is, and everyone knows it.”
During the 1992 funding crisis which coincided with the 25th anniversary of the Broadcasting
Act, Senator Bob Dole (R-Kansas) excoriated PBS documentaries: “The liberals love it. They
have their own network. We are talking about political documentaries which come as close to
being an editorial page as an institution such as broadcasting has.”
The argument that populating a newsroom with liberals will nonetheless produce objective
reporting was well articulated by Ira Glass, whose “This American Life” show is produced by
Chicago-based public radio station WBEZ. Here is the exchange with Bob Garfield of “On the
Media,” a show produced by New York’s WNYC:
Bob Garfield: "You and I both know that if you were to somehow poll the political orientation of

everybody in the NPR news organization and at all of the member stations, you would find a
progressive, liberal crowd, not uniformly, but overwhelmingly."
Ira Glass: "Journalism, in general, reporters tend to be Democrats and tend to be more liberal
than the public as a whole, sure."
The leftwing bias of the American mass media is pervasive and quantifiable. Since the 1980s,
studies have consistently shown that the professionals who constitute America’s mainstream news
media – reporters, editors, anchors, publishers, correspondents, bureau chiefs, and executives at
the nation’s major newspapers, magazines, and broadcast networks – are preponderantly leftoriented and Democrat. These studies have excluded commentators, editorialists, and opinion
columnists – all of whom make it clear that they are giving their opinions and analyses of the
news as they view it.
ISLAMIC AND MUSLIM SUPPORT
Antonin Scalia, the Nixon Years, CPB and PBS.
In mid-1971, less than a year after the Public Broadcasting Service was created, a 35-year-old
lawyer in the Nixon White House warned that conservatives were being “confronted with a longrange problem of significant social consequences - that is, the development of a governmentfunded broadcast system similar to the BBC.” That lawyer was Antonin Scalia, future Supreme
Court justice, whose judicial rulings and observations would make him a conservative icon. His
predictions were correct.
Pledged as “a vital public resource to enrich our homes, educate our families and to provide
assistance to our classrooms” by Lyndon Johnson in his 1967 State of the Union address, what
was then known as educational television quickly morphed into something its originators in
government insisted it would not become: a liberal forum for public affairs and journalism. When
Johnson signed the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, which set up public broadcasting in the
United States on Nov. 7, 1967 - we mark the half-century anniversary this year - he warned
against it degenerating into services that “could mislead as well as teach,” which is regrettably
where we find ourselves today.
PBS’ own bias also became apparent. On “Banks and the Poor” it fueled “the Administration’s
displeasure with public broadcasting’s news and public affairs programming.” In mid-1971, as the
administration considered the CPB’s 1972 budget, the general counsel for the White House’s
newly established Office of Telecommunications Policy - none other than the future Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia - wrote a memo that outlined the Administration’s options. One
option was to eliminate the CPB altogether, which Scalia argued against because it would be
“politically difficult in view of the strong educational support and the generally favorable public
image which CPB has developed."
PR FIRMS AND THE MEDIA
One ploy that is utilized by CPB that keeps Billions of dollars rolling in (445 million this year),
over 13 Billion and counting, is that each year, when the Government tries to shut down funding

of another 1/2 billion dollars, CPB hires PR Firms that market and promote its agendas, inciting
"public outrage, "which ensues when the public discovers that the government is trying to defund
"children's programming,” Sesame Street and Big Bird. This generally works as "How atrocious!
How can the government do such a thing"?
When CPB’s President Patricia Harrison addressed the issue of funding again in 2018, in the FY
2021 request of $455 million and FY 2019, CPB requested another $20 million and $30 million
for interconnection and something called "Ready To Learn."
Notice Patrica Harrison's CPB's statement:"Through public television stations’ broadcast of the
PBS 24/7 Kids Channel, 95 percent of all kids age two to eight receive educational content and
services that are proven to prepare them for school, especially low-income and underserved
children who do not attend or cannot afford pre-school. An excellent example of how public
media brings together high-quality educational content with on-the-ground work in local
communities is CPB’s work with the Department of Education’s Ready To Learn program."
By CPB's clever and constant reminder of "Children's Education and Programming" they are able
to utilize their extremely dangerous propaganda machine, using the radio airwaves to promote
their leftist agendas.
How was this done?
Much of the news people read or watch on television are manufactured by PR firms and
specialists, rather than discovered by journalists. Media and press releases include news, feature
stories, bulletins, media advisories and announcements, all of which flood media offices. Their
purpose is to develop and maintain public goodwill for the organization, sending them as well as
favorable government policies. Most journalists rely on these sources to supply the ‘raw material
of their craft, regular, reliable and useable information’; this flow of ‘free’ information saves the
journalist time and effort finding stories to write about. Yet it is very difficult for the public to be
able to distinguish real news from news generated by public relations.
Public relations is a multi-billion dollar industry. In 2000, the top twenty-five public relations
companies received over $3600 million in revenues and in the US alone employed over 200 000
people (Holmes Report 2001). One of the fastest growing areas of public relations is
environmental public relations, or ‘greenwash’ as environmentalists call it. Between 1990 and
1995 the amount that US firms were spending each year on public relations advice on how to
green their own image and deal with environmental opposition doubled to about $1 billion
(Bleifuss 1995: 4-9; Stauber and Rampton 1995: 173). Today most of the top PR firms include
environmental PR as one of their specialities.
One of the ways PR experts enhance the image of their clients and show that they care is by
emphasizing and publicizing their positive actions, no matter how trivial, and downplaying any
negative aspects, no matter how significant. According to Robert Gray, former chairman of PR
giant Hill & Knowlton, ‘our job is not to make white black or to cover the truth, but to tell the
positive side regardless of who the client is’ (quoted in Roschwalb 1994: 270). Sometimes this

involves putting a positive spin or interpretation on the available information.
If all of this seems a bit far fetched, we need to remind members of Congress and the American
Public who is the President of the Corporation of Public Broadcasting.
Patricia Harrison.
The PR company (often known just as EBH) was founded by E. Bruce Harrison and his wife
Patricia, not long after the appearance of Rachel Carson's book "Silent Spring", with its
condemnation of the indiscriminate use of DDT and other pesticides and herbicies. EBH quickly
rose to lead the American chemical industry's fightback against the environmental movement.
Some of the company's more infamous exploits were to create and run the Total Indoor
Environmental Quality (TIEQ) Coalition for RJ Reynolds Tobacco, and also the National
Environmental Development Association (NEDA) for the Chemical Manufacturers Association
(CMA) and the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers Association (SOCMA). This
operation seems to have been financed by Paul Oreffice the CEO of Dow Chemicals.
The TIEQ serviced primarily the tobacco industry and the related NEDA serviced the chemical/
pesticides industry. The two organizations were often treated as one: NEDA/TIEQ, and in fact
they were largely fictitious organisations, which existed mainly as meetings of executives and
lobbyists, planning tactics and strategies.
The EBH company was later sold by Bruce Harrison and his wife Patricia, initially to Pinnacle,
which then on-sold it to Ruder Finn (aka Ruder & Finn). It has now been merged into the global
Omnicon group of advertising, polling and PR companies -- one of the three major global mediasupply conglomerates that dominate this backroom operation feeding the world's media.
Patricia Harrison (aka Patricia de Stacy Harrison) is the President and CEO of the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, a position she was appointed to with strong backing from CPB chairman
Kenneth Tomlinson. Her candidacy arose in the midst of a slew of criticism from the right that the
CPB and public broadcasters that it indirectly funds, namely NPR and PBS, exhibit a "liberal
bias" that excludes conservative viewpoints and participation.
AGENDAS
May 12, 2009
Privacy Policy Hypocrisy and Censorship at NPR
Gabriel Voiles
Eugene Hernandez of indieWIRE.com reports (5/11/09) that NPR censored its own review of the
Outrage documentary for “nam[ing] politicians believed to be closeted homosexuals in the film,

specifically those whose public voting record counters the civil rights of gay and lesbian
Americans.” NPR cited its privacy policy as reason, but to Hernandez “it seems to support
charges by [director Kirby] Dick, made in the film, that the mainstream media has a history of
handling stories of politicians same-sex orientations with kid gloves”:
“It’s not about outing,” [Outrage distributor Eamonn] Bowles noted today, reiterating a point
being made continuously by filmmaker Kirby Dick (see related indieWIRE interview), “It’s about
hypocrisy, people are saying one thing and doing another.”
“The entire point of Outrage is that there is an ‘overriding public need to know’ about the kinds
of men profiled in Outrage,'” film critic Nathan Lee told indieWIRE on Sunday. “Let’s say
[Florida Gov.] Charlie Crist had a record of voting for vigorous anti-immigration policies, and
then it was rumored that he employed illegal immigrants. The press would have absolutely no
qualms investigating him to the hilt in the public interest of exposing hypocrisy. Why should it be
any different in the case of possibly gay public figures who vote against the civil rights of gay
people, or, in the case of HIV/AIDS funding, their very life and death?”
Bowles points out to indieWIRE “that the gay press has been covering these stories for years, but
the mainstream media has refused. He added that, while the movie has generated a lot of attention
from the press, some mainstream outlets, including two national networks, have declined to cover
the allegations in the film.”
FUNDING THE TRUTH
NPR claim that less than 3 percent of its funding comes from the federal government is accepted
as gospel almost everywhere. But what that figure really represents is a clever bookkeeping trick.
In 1987, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting—the quasi-independent organization in charge
of distributing the annual $300-million-plus federal subsidy to public broadcasting—stopped
funding NPR directly and started giving the money directly to public radio stations, which then
hand it back to NPR in the form of "dues." That covers about two-thirds of NPR's $46 million
annual budget. These member stations are subsidized by local, state, and federal tax dollars. The
manner in which NPR receives public funding is akin to that long-practiced method otherwise
known as “money laundering.”
NPR: "We never forget who we're working for." (Listen to sound clip.)
Millions of dollars from Lockheed-Martin, Wal-Mart, big oil....
NPR: Support comes from Chevron... human energy. (Listen to sound clip.)
NPR: Support comes from Monsanto... committed to sustainable agriculture. (Listen to sound
clip.)
NPR: Support comes from Northrop Grumman... dedicated to creating global security. (Listen to
sound clip.)
NPR Ombudsman is defensive about Monsanto on June 16, 2009, "NPR is Not Running
Monsanto Spots" and claims that because the money is funneled through WAMU, then it doesn't
count. This is what the mafia claims on their drug profits.
Then consider the matter of the $198 million satellite NPR uses to distribute its programming that
is paid for with American Citizen's tax dollars. NPR also makes money by renting out the

satellite's excess capacity to a private paging company.
Of the total $377 million spent on public radio in fiscal 1991, nearly half was provided by local,
state, and federal government. Taxes are the lifeblood of the entire industry.
On June 30, 1972 Richard Nixon vetoed a congressional bill to double and treble federal funding
for public broadcasting. Nixon’s stunning veto was sustained. Having escaped the ax, PBS and its
little sister, National Public Radio, with their consistently leftist bias, grew fat on 48 years of
federal money. Nixon would express regret he had not followed the advice of those who urged
him to terminate taxpayer funding and force public television and radio to compete fairly with
private broadcasting.
After Republican candidate Mitt Romney promised to defund the CPB, the Obama campaign
produced a satirical ad with Big Bird in which it defended CPB funding.
All news is “Scripted” by Public Relation Firms.
With $35 billion in annual revenue, the big three PR firms (Omnicom, WPP, and Interpublic
Group —together employed 214,000 people across 170 countries) are key components of the
transnational capitalist class. The PR industry’s primary goal is the promotion of capital growth
through hegomonic psychological control of human desires, emotions, beliefs, and values by
massively influencing the world with their propaganda.
In 2003, an article from the Guardian conservatively estimated that 50-80% of news and business
stories originated from Public Relations firms who create specific stories to support the capitalist
elites’ goals and interests.
NPR AND THE MEDIA’S TIES TO THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD
Billions of dollars in fact are being invested into this political agenda by private donors. NPR
people prefer to use the euphemistic term "underwriting." Whatever they call it, NPR is fully
funded by over 100s of corporations and foundations and research (conducted below) confirms
that these corporations, private funders, including CPB Board of Directors, do not only have an
extremely biased agenda, but they are willing to promote this agenda at any cost. But what is very
disturbing is there are ties to something much more serious and dangerous regarding the safety of
the United States government and its people.
The Muslim Brotherhood-linked Council on American-Islamic Relations has previously
intimidated certain radio stations that have broadcast criticisms of Islam or depicted Muslims in
what they consider to be a negative light. (NPR) National Propaganda Radio was one of these
radio stations, and was made to enforced its rules of Sharia In America by forcing NPR to fire
journalist Juan Williams.

Hysteria broke out at NPR in October 2010, and panic ensued when liberal commentator Juan
Williams dared to share a personal anecdote on “The O’Reilly Factor” on Fox News Channel.
NPR fired Williams because he made the apparently impolitic admission that he becomes
“nervous” and “worried” when he sees people in “Muslim garb” on airplanes. NPR’s President
Vivian Schiller said that if Juan did entertain such feelings, they should have remained “between
him and his psychiatrist.”
From Wikipedia about Jihad and NPR
Jihad Cool is term used by American security experts[1] concerning the re-branding of
militant jihadism into something fashionable, or "cool", to younger people through social media,
magazines,[2] rap videos,[3] clothing,[4] toys, propaganda videos,[5] and other means.[6] It is a
sub-culture mainly applied to individuals in developed nations who are recruited to travel to
conflict zones on Jihad. For example, Jihadi rap videos make participants look "more MTV than
Mosque", according to NPR, which was the first to report on the phenomenon in 2010.
The political correctness that has metastasized in American culture requires that no one speak ill
of Islam or say anything that might stigmatize or ostracize a Muslim in any way. All Americans
must think and say only nice things about Islam. OSF gives grants aimed at countering
Islamophobia and sponsors panel discussions such as “The Cultural War on Terror: Race, Policy,
and Propaganda,” which took place last year in New York City and was moderated by left-wing
journalist Peter Beinart.
The made-up word “Islamophobia” is wielded as a cudgel against those who dislike the Muslim
religion and those who are merely skeptical of it. The idea is to eventually make it as difficult
and uncomfortable as possible to criticize the faith founded by Muhammad in the seventh century
after the birth of Christ. And a lot of well-heeled funders are part of a long-term campaign aimed
at mainstreaming the tenets of Islam in American society.
The Muslim Brotherhood-linked Council on American-Islamic Relations has previously
intimidated certain radio stations that have broadcast criticisms of Islam or depicted Muslims in
what they consider to be a negative light. CAIR regularly monitors conservative broadcasts, and
has distributed guidelines to broadcasters about what they should and should not say about Islam.
And consistent with the Islamists’ strategy to leverage United Nations resolutions declaring
“defamation of religions” to be a violation of international law, CAIR has used the American
legal system to bring, in its words, “a defamation lawsuit against those who make false claims
against the Muslim community.”
ReThink works with a variety of left-of-center organizations to maximize the reach and
effectiveness of their messaging.[6] [7] It focuses on organizations that work toward disarming
the United States; reducing American military spending; expanding the political and social
influence of Arab and South Asian communities in America; opposing the Trump administration’s
“travel ban”; tightening restrictions on campaign-related speech; and opposing voter

identification legislation.
Rethink Media claims to have a highly developed capacity to influence public opinion using
sophisticated communication techniques that employ the science of brain function, the subtle
manipulation of language and emotion, and expert handling of social media change how people
think about an issue.
ReThink associate Zainab Chaudary described some of these techniques at the American-Arab
Anti-Discrimination Committee’s national convention in 2017. For example, words that appeal to
left-of-center voters, such as “diversity” and “inclusivity,” do not work as well as words such as
“respect,” “fairness,” and “dignity” in persuading a broader audience.[8] The Arms Control
Association described how ReThink enabled it to structure a Reddit “Ask Me Anything” forum so
that it could get its message out by giving its supporters an advantage in posting their questions,
thus limiting questions from the general public.[9]
CAIR’s national communications director Ibrahim Hooper appeared on the Fox News
show"America Live" and defended NPR’s action.
Before Williams was fired, the Council on American-Islamic Relations said such commentary
from a journalist about other racial, ethnic or religious minority groups would not be tolerated.
Whoopi Goldberg, a co-host of ABC's "The View," said on the show today that NPR was wrong
to fire Williams. "View" co-host Barbara Walters also said Williams should not have been fired.
"If you are someone who is giving your opinion, then you're allowed to give your opinion," the
news veteran said. "You may or may not agree. Therefore, I think they were very wrong."

Two Republican politicians, former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee and former House Speaker
Newt Gingrich, called on the federal government to pull funding for NPR for firing Williams.
Williams, who is black and has written extensively on the civil rights movement, accused his

former NPR bosses of taking his comments out of context, pushing a liberal political agenda, and
not giving him a chance to defend himself in person before he was dismissed. (Censorship)
What is frightening is the goal of the Liberal media, which is to help promote "Islamphobia"
ultimately destroying the Republican Party, terminating Conservative and Christian values, by
conducting clandestine marketing campaigns and spreading propaganda all designed to influence
the masses with the Brotherhood of Islam who has 29 likeminded "organizations of our friends
who all "share the common goal of dismantling American institutions in the U.S. from "within"
and using the methodology for the destruction of Western civilization with the objective to turn
the U.S. into a Muslim nation.
Akram and the Brotherhood resolved to "settle" Islam and the Islamic movement within the
United States, so that the Muslim religion could be "enabled within the souls, minds and the lives
of the people of the country.” Akram explained that this could be accomplished “through the
establishment of firmly-rooted organizations on whose bases civilization, structure and testimony
are built.”
He urged Muslim leaders to make “a shift from the collision mentality to the absorption
mentality,” meaning that they should abandon any tactics involving defiance or confrontation, and
seek instead to implant into the larger society a host of seemingly benign Islamic groups with
ostensibly unobjectionable motives; once those groups had gained a measure of public acceptance
through the MEDIA, they would be in a position to more effectively promote societal
transformation by the old Communist technique of “boring from within.”
The John Podesta-founded Center for American Progress (CAP) has devoted significant resources
to combating the phantom it calls Islamophobia. CAP is working hard to convince Americans that
this make-believe mental illness is a threat to American democracy and pluralism. CAP claims a
$57 million network “is fueling Islamophobia in the United States.” CAIR and its allies have
spent years lobbying the FBI to give Muslims special leeway in investigations.
As of March 2012, FBI agents weren’t allowed to treat individuals associated with terrorist
groups as potential threats to the nation, according to an FBI directive titled, “Guiding Principles:
Touchstone Document on Training.” The fact that a terrorism suspect is associated with a terrorist
group means nothing, according to the document. It’s a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy that benefits
terrorists. Accusing people of Islamophobia is a P.C. stratagem aimed at discrediting and silencing
those critics and the left-wing media are promoting this agenda.
Juan Williams said that he cited his feelings about Muslims on planes to make a point about
tolerance. "I revealed my fears to set up the case for not making rash judgments about people of
any faith," he wrote. "I made it clear that all Americans have to be careful not to let fears lead to
violation of anyone's constitutional rights, be it to build a mosque, carry the Koran or drive a New
York cab without fear having your throat slashed," Williams wrote. "Bill [O'Reilly] and I argued
after I said he has to take care in the way he talks about the 9/11 attacks so as not to provoke
bigotry."
"I asked why [NPR Senior Vice President Ellen Weiss] would fire me without speaking to me

face to face and she said there was nothing I could say to change her mind, the decision had been
confirmed above her, and there was no point to meeting in person," Williams wrote in a statement
released by Fox News.
However, the truth about the matter is Ellen Weiss and NPR had been forced into firing Williams.
Shortly after HAMAS was founded in 1987, as an outgrowth of the Muslim Brotherhood, the
International Muslim Brotherhood ordered the Muslim Brotherhood chapters throughout the
world to create Palestine Committees, who supported HAMAS with ‘media, money and men.’
The U.S. Muslim Brotherhood created the U.S. Palestine Committee, which document reflect was
initially comprised of 3 organizations: the Holy Land Foun- dation, the Islamic Association for
Palestine, and the United Association for Studies and Research. CAIR was later added to these
organizations. The mandate of these organizations, per the International Muslim Brotherhood,
was to support HAMAS, and the HLF’s particular role was to raise money to support HAMAS’
organizations inside the Palestinian territories.’’ •HR 3892 IH
In 1993 Awad, who had developed into an increasingly outspoken advocate for the rights of
Palestinians, became the public-relations director of the Islamic Association for Palestine (IAP)—
a front for Hamas. Notwithstanding his radical, pro-terrorist track record, Awad has managed to
become a highly sought-after spokesman and educator on Islam-related issues in the United
States.[1]
In his new position with CAIR, Awad's affinity for Hamas became increasingly evident. At a
March 22, 1994 symposium at Barry University in Florida, he declared: “I used to support the
PLO, and I used to be the President of the General Union of Palestine Students which is part of
the PLO here in the United States, but after I researched the situation inside Palestine and outside,
I am in support of the Hamas movement more than the PLO.”
Founding member and executive director of CAIR
Supporter of Hamas
Rejects Israel's right to exist
Suggested that Israel and Egypt played a part in the 1993 World Trade Center bombing
Maintains that “many Presidents” of the United States “are servants to Israel” and to “the political
authority of Jewish interests”
Claims that America bore some of the blame for the 9/11 terrorist attacks
Awad has been a guest speaker at numerous colleges and universities, including Columbia
University’s Graduate School of Journalism, Harvard, Johns Hopkins, and Stanford.
He is frequently interviewed on national and international media outlets such as Al Jazeera, BBC
World Service, C-SPAN, CNN, MSNBC, NPR, PBS, and Voice of America. He also has been
featured in newspapers such as The New York Times, The Washington Post, and USA Today.
The 2016 year saw an explosion in “hate crime” accounts that turned out to be hoaxes. Many of

those accounts were attributed to supporters of Donald Trump.

The Daily Caller compiled some of the best — or worst — hoaxes of
2016.
Albany University Race Hoax Fools The Media — And Hillary Clinton
Three black women at the University of Albany earned media coverage from liberal outlets like
CNN in February when they claimed a white mob followed them onto a bus, hurling racial slurs
and later attacking them. The alleged attack even caught the attention of Hillary Clinton, who sent
a personal tweet stating that “There’s no excuse for racism and violence on a college campus.”
There’s just one problem: the students made the whole thing up.
BuzzFeed Falls For Hoax Cliven Bundy Story
Shortly after the Bundys seized control of a federal building in Oregon, BuzzFeed ran a story
titled “Cliven Bundy Claims Obama Threatened Donald Trump In Bizarre Hand-Written
Lawsuit.” According to the original story, Bundy filed a bizarre lawsuit claiming — among other
things — that President Obama forced Bundy to perform oral sex on Obama’s dogs. As it turns
out, Bundy never filed such a lawsuit. A prankster felon named David Rothrock who has nothing
to do with Bundy filed the hoax lawsuit in his name in 2014, fooling BuzzFeed with it almost two
years later.
Lesbian Professor Fakes A Hate Crime To ‘Raise Awareness’
A lesbian professor at the University of Central Michigan claimed to have been the victim of a
hate crime at a Toby Keith concert in which a random man called her a “cross-dressing fag”
before beating her up. The professor, Mari Poindexter, admitted in March that she had, in fact,
punched herself in the face and invented the story. Poindexter claims she made up the story in
order to “raise awareness about the social hardships of people in the LGBTQ+ community.”
Salisbury Hate Crime Involving Noose And Racial Slurs Turns Out To Be A Hoax
In April, ths campus police department at Salisbury University opened a “hate crime”
investigation after a noose was drawn on a university white board, alongside the word “Nigger!”
and the hashtag “#WhitePower” As it turns out, the “hate crime” was the handiwork of two black
students (who were not charged).
Gay Man Fakes Whole Foods’ Anti-Gay Cake
Also in April, a gay Texas pastor named Jordan Brown sued Whole Foods claiming that he had
ordered a cake with the words “LOVE WINS” written on it in icing, only to receive it with the
words “LOVE WINS FAG” written instead. Brown later dropped the lawsuit and admitted Whole
Foods “did nothing wrong” after the company filed a counter-suit and released footage showing
when Brown picked up the cake, sans homophobic slur.
Student Loses Fight, Concocts Race Hoax To Cover It Up
A black student at the University of Iowa generated outrage in May when he claimed to have been
attacked by three white men spitting racial epithets, sending him to the hospital. As it turns out,
the black student’s facial injuries were the result of him starting a fight and then losing it. The
student, Marcus Owens, reportedly made up the fictitious hate crime in order to cover up the truth

about the original fight.
Black Activist Jailed For Hoax Racist Death Threats
In June, a black activist named Kayla-Simone McKelvey was sentenced to 90 days in jail for
using a Kean University computer — her alma mater — to tweet death threats to black students,
threatening to “kill all the blacks tonight.”
‘Racist Middle Schoolers’ Story Turns Out To Be A Hoax
Arlington, Massachusetts police opened an investigation in late June over a series of racist text
messages allegedly sent by a 12-year-old girl to an Indian student. That, too, turned out to be a
hoax.
Bisexual Student Fakes Trump-Inspired Hate Crime
The aftermath of Donald Trump’s election last month saw an explosion in “hate crime” reports
supposedly inspired by The Donald. Many Trump-inspired “hate crimes,” however, turned out to
be hoaxes. In one such instance, Taylor Volk, an openly bisexual senior at North Park University
claimed to be the target of hateful notes and emails, telling NBC News that “I just want them to
stop.” But the “them” referenced by Volk turned out to be herself, as the whole thing was
fabricated.
Prankster Tricks Liberal Journalist Into Spreading Hoax Trump-Inspired Hate Crime
As tales of Trump-inspired “hate crimes” were spread far and wide by liberal journalists, one
Internet prankster decided to test just how committed those journalists were to their narrative. The
prankster sent Mic.com writer Sarah Harvard a fictitious story in which a Native American
claimed to have been harassed by an alleged Trump supporter who thought she was Mexican.
Despite no evidence backing up the claim, Harvard spread the fake story. (RELATED:
Journalist Trick Into Spreading Hoax Trump-Inspired Attack [VIDEO])
Muslim Woman Robbed Of Her Hijab And Wallet — NOT!
An 18-year-old Muslim woman in Louisiana claimed two white men, one of whom was wearing a
Trump hat, attacked and robbed her, taking her wallet and hijab while yelling racial slurs. She
later admitted to the Lafayette Police Department that she made the whole thing up.
Gas Station Racism Goes Viral, Is Later Exposed As A Hoax
In a Facebook post that went viral, a black woman in Philadelphia claimed she was harassed by
white, Trump-supporting males, one of whom pulled a weapon on her. The woman, Ashley Boyer,
claimed that the men “proceeded to talk about the election and how they’re glad they won’t have
to deal with n—–s much longer.” Boyer deleted the post after it went viral, later claiming the men
had been caught and were facing criminal charges, before local police debunked her account.
Anti-Muslim Hate Crime In Michigan Turns Out To Be A Hoax
A Muslim woman at the University of Michigan received national attention from liberal outlets
like The Washington Post after claiming a drunk 20-something man threatened to light her on fire
and forced her to remove her hijab. The university condemned the “hateful attack,” which turned
out to be a hoax.
‘Drunk White Men’ Attack Muslim Woman In Story That Never Happened
An 18-year-old Muslim woman named Yasmin Seweid was the subject of breathless headlines
after she claimed to have been attacked by a group of Donald Trump supporters on a New York
subway while onlookers did nothing. She, too, would go on to confess that she made the whole

thing up.
Trump-Inspired Racist Blaze At Black Church Was Carried Out By Black Churchgoer
A week before the election, liberal news organizations ran headlines like “A Black Church
Burned in the Name of Trump” after a black church in Greenville, Mississippi was set on fire and
spray painted with the words “Vote Trump.” The Washington Post’s coverage of the incident read
in part, “Greenville Mayor Errick Simmons called the fire a ‘hateful and cowardly act,’ sparked
by the incendiary rhetoric of GOP nominee Donald Trump during his presidential campaign.” But
the church was burned down by one of the church’s own congregants, who is black.
Media Buys A Hoax From Muslim YouTube Star Known For Hoaxes
YouTube star Adam Saleh, who has a history of spreading racially inflammatory hoaxes, claimed
to have been kicked off a Delta flight for the mere act of speaking Arabic. Media outlets around
the world ran with Saleh’s story, which Delta and the other passengers said was false.
White Father Sets His Own Car On Fire, Paints Racial Slur On Garage
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To require the Secretary of State to submit a report to Congress on the
designation of the Muslim Brotherhood as a foreign terrorist organization, and for other purposes.
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Mr. DIAZ-BALART (for himself, Mr. GOHMERT, Mr. WEBER of Texas, Mrs.
BLACK, and Mr. POMPEO) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To require the Secretary of State to submit a report to
Congress on the designation of the Muslim Brotherhood
as a foreign terrorist organization, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

1

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the ‘‘Muslim Brotherhood

4

smartinez on DSK4TPTVN1PROD with BILLS

5 Terrorist Designation Act of 2015’’.
6

SEC. 2. FINDINGS; SENSE OF CONGRESS.

7

(a) FINDINGS.—Congress finds the following:

The Department of Homeland Security refuses to deal with it. Senator Charles Schumer
(Democrat, New York) describes it as an organization "which we know has ties to terrorism."[3]
Senator Dick Durbin (Democrat, Illinois) observes that CAIR is "unusual in its extreme rhetoric
and its associations with groups that are suspect."[4] Steven Pomerantz, the FBI's former chief of
counterterrorism, notes that "CAIR, its leaders, and its activities effectively give aid to
international terrorist groups."[5] The family of John P. O'Neill, Sr., the former FBI
counterterrorism chief who perished at the World Trade Center, named CAIR in a lawsuit as
having "been part of the criminal conspiracy of radical Islamic terrorism"[6] responsible for the
September 11 atrocities. Counterterrorism expert Steven Emerson calls it "a radical
fundamentalist front group for Hamas."[7]
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CAIR is also a media darling. It claims to log five thousand annual mentions on newspapers,
television, and radio, including some of the most prestigious media in the United States.[19] The
press dutifully quotes CAIR's statistics, publishes its theological views, reports its opinions,

rehashes its press releases, invites its staff on television, and generally dignifies its existence as a
routine part of the American and Canadian political scenes.
CAIR regularly participates in seminars on Islamic cultural issues for corporations and has been
invited to speak at many of America's leading universities, including Harvard, Stanford, Johns
Hopkins, and Columbia. American high schools have invited CAIR to promote its agenda, as
have educationally-minded senior citizens.[20]
• CAIR representatives conducted more than 5,000 print, television and radio interviews
nationwide;
• CAIR case workers dealt with more than 1,500 discrimination cases;
• Nearly 50 op-eds and 30 letters to the editor written by CAIR representatives have appeared in
major newspapers such as The New York Times, The Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, and
the Miami Herald, allowing for alternative perspectives to be heard;
• In 28 nationwide workshops, representatives from CAIR’s headquarters trained 580 activists in
media relations skills;
• In 39 “Know Your Rights” presentations, CAIR headquarters empowered and educated nearly
1,600 community members regarding their civil and religious rights; and
• CAIR’s Library Project sent 7,400 public libraries material about Islam and Muslims,
potentially reaching 90 million Americans.
Since its doors opened in 1994, CAIR has become the nation’s leading Muslim organization in
the civil rights and advocacy arenas. Wherever a Muslim employee is discriminated against or
whenever a public official attacks the image of Islam, CAIR is there. If an anti-Muslim statement
appears in the media or an offensive product is found in the marketplace, CAIR is there.
CAIR and its 28 local chapters and offices also are hard at work educating the American public
about Islam and Muslims, and mobilizing the community to work positively across the country.
CAIR resorted to another form of intimidation versus Florida radio show host and Baptist pastor
Mike Frazier. Frazier had criticized local and state officials in September 2004 for attending a
CAIR awards dinner because, as he put it, "If these people would have bothered to check CAIR
out beforehand they would have seen that it is a radical group." He termed what followed
"absolutely unbelievable." Within a month, he says he received six death threats and forty-seven
threatening phone calls, was accosted by strangers, was labeled an "extremist" and a
"fundamentalist zealot," and accused of "propagating fear, terror and disunity" by the St.
Petersburg Times.
Several members of his church fled his congregation because, according to Frazier, "they were
afraid."[118]In May 2005, CAIR published its annual report on the violations of Muslim civil
rights in America which purported to document a significant rise in the number of hate crimes
directed at Muslims. According to the report, "anti-Muslim hate crimes in the United States" have

gone up dramatically: from 42 cases in 2002, to 93 cases in 2003, to 141 in 2004.[127] The
mainstream media dutifully recycled CAIR's press release, effectively endorsing this study by
reporting it as a serious piece of research.[128] But closer inspection shows that of twenty "antiMuslim hate crimes" for which CAIR gives information, at least six are invalid.[129]
In September 2005, CAIR indulged in some Stalinist revisionism: as Robert Spencer revealed,
CAIR doctored a photo on its website to make it more Islamically correct by manually adding a
hijab onto a Muslim woman.[134] Despite all this, CAIR's statements continue to gain the
respectful attention of uncritical media outlets.White is the San Antonio chapter president of ACT
for America, an organization that brands itself as “the nation’s largest grass-roots national security
advocacy organization” and attacks what it sees as the creeping threat of sharia, or Islamic law, in
the form of Muslim organizations, mosques, refugees and sympathetic politicians.
[How a series of fringe anti-Muslim conspiracy theories went mainstream — via Donald Trump]
NPR has been criticised for perceived bias in its coverage of Israel and the Israeli–Palestinian
conflict.[4][5][6][7] The Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America
(CAMERA), a pro-Israel American media monitoring organization based in Boston, has been
particularly critical of NPR. CAMERA director Andrea Levin has stated, "We consider NPR to be
the most seriously biased mainstream media outlet," a statement that The Boston Globe describes
as having "clearly gotten under her target's skin."[7] NPR's then-Ombudsman, Jeffrey Dvorkin,
said in a 2002 interview that CAMERA used selective citations and subjective definitions of what
it considers pro-Palestinian bias in formulating its findings, and that he felt CAMERA's campaign
was "a kind of McCarthyism, frankly, that bashes us and causes people to question our
commitment to doing this story fairly. And it exacerbates the legitimate anxieties of many in the
Jewish community about the survival of Israel."[8]
CAMERA organized a boycott in 2001-2002 which cost member station WBUR-FM between $1
and $2 million. The CAMERA boycott also extended to the New York Times and Washington
Post. The Jewish Anti-Defamation League and the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination
Committee have both criticized specific NPR reports as unbalanced, but neither accused the news
organization of a consistent underlying bias. Other observers have also accused NPR of pro-Israel
bias, including Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting.[9][10] NPR hired a group to do outreach
with both Jewish and Arab communities.[11] An outside expert was appointed to perform
quarterly self-reviews of its Israel-Palestine coverage from 2003 to 2013, finding "lack of
completeness but strong factual accuracy and no systematic bias" and citing reasons why
Palestinians were heard on-air less than Israelis, but overall voices from Arab countries were
heard more.[12] The 2014 Israel–Gaza conflict brought a fresh round of complaints to the
ombudsman from both sides that NPR was not assigning blame to the other side, or that a
particular story focused on an event or guest favorable to one side (to which the ombudsman
responded that complainants ignored other balancing stories that featured the other side).[13]
Written sometime in 1987 but not formally published until May 22, 1991, Akram's 18-page
document listed the Brotherhood’s 29 likeminded "organizations of our friends" that shared the
common goal of dismantling American institutions and turning the U.S. into a Muslim nation.
These "friends" were identified by Akram and the Brotherhood as groups that could help convince
Muslims "that their work in America is a kind of grand Jihad in eliminating and destroying the
Western civilization from within and 'sabotaging' its miserable house by their hands ... so that ...

God's religion [Islam] is made victorious over all other religions."
Akram was well aware that in the U.S., it would be extremely difficult to promote Islam by
means of terror attacks. Thus the “grand jihad” that he and his Brotherhood comrades
envisioned was not a violent one involving bombings and shootings, but rather a stealth (or
“soft”) jihad aiming to impose Islamic law (Sharia) over every region of the earth by
incremental, non-confrontational means, such as working to “expand the observant Muslim
base”; to “unif[y] and direc[t] Muslims' efforts”; and to “present Islam as a civilization
alternative.” At its heart, Akram's document details a plan to conquer and Islamize the
United States – not as an ultimate objective, but merely as a stepping stone toward the
larger goal of one day creating “the global Islamic state.”
In line with this objective, Akram and the Brotherhood resolved to "settle" Islam and the
Islamic movement within the United States, so that the Muslim religion could be "enabled
within the souls, minds and the lives of the people of the country.” Akram explained that
this could be accomplished “through the establishment of firmly-rooted organizations on
whose bases civilization, structure and testimony are built.” He urged Muslim leaders to
make “a shift from the collision mentality to the absorption mentality,” meaning that they
should abandon any tactics involving defiance or confrontation, and seek instead to implant
into the larger society a host of seemingly benign Islamic groups with ostensibly
unobjectionable motives; once those groups had gained a measure of public acceptance,
they would be in a position to more effectively promote societal transformation by the old
Communist technique of “boring from within.”
Akram and the Brotherhood understood that in order to succeed in this endeavor, they needed to
appeal to different strata of the American population in different ways; that whereas some people
could be influenced by messages delivered from a religious perspective, others would be more
responsive to messages delivered by educators, or bankers, or political figures, or journalists, etc.
Thus, Akram's blueprint for the advancement of the Islamic movement stressed the need to form a
coalition of groups coming from the worlds of education; religious proselytization; political
activism; audio and video production; print media; banking and finance; the physical sciences; the
social sciences; professional and business networking; cultural affairs; the publishing and
distribution of books; children and teenagers; women's rights; vocational concerns; and
jurisprudence.
By promoting the Islamic movement on such a wide variety of fronts, the Brotherhood and its
allies could multiply exponentially their influence. Toward that end, the Akram/Brotherhood
“Explanatory Memorandum” named the following 29 groups as the organizations they believed
could collaborate effectively to destroy America from within – “if they all march according to one
plan”:
• Islamic Society of North America (ISNA)
• ISNA Fiqh Committee (now known as the Fiqh Council of North America)
• ISNA Political Awareness Committee
• Muslim Youth of North America
• Muslim Students Association of the U.S. and Canada
• Association of Muslim Scientists and Engineers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Islamic Medical Association (of North America)
Islamic Teaching Center
Malaysian Islamic Study Group
Foundation for International Development
North American Islamic Trust
Islamic Centers Division
American Trust Publications
Audio-Visual Center
Islamic Book Service
Islamic Circle of North America
Muslim Arab Youth Association
Islamic Association for Palestine
United Association for Studies and Research
International Institute of Islamic Thought
Muslim Communities Association
Association of Muslim Social Scientists (of North America)
Islamic Housing Cooperative
Muslim Businessmen Association
Islamic Education Department
Occupied Land Fund (later known as the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development)
Mercy International Association
Baitul Mal Inc.
Islamic Information Center (of America)

CAIR resorted to another form of intimidation versus Florida radio show host and Baptist pastor
Mike Frazier. Frazier had criticized local and state officials in September 2004 for attending a
CAIR awards dinner because, as he put it, "If these people would have bothered to check CAIR
out beforehand they would have seen that it is a radical group." He termed what followed
"absolutely unbelievable." Within a month, he says he received six death threats and forty-seven
threatening phone calls, was accosted by strangers, was labeled an "extremist" and a
"fundamentalist zealot," and accused of "propagating fear, terror and disunity" by the St.
Petersburg Times. Several members of his church fled his congregation because, according to
Frazier, "they were afraid."[118]In May 2005, CAIR published its annual report on the violations
of Muslim civil rights in America which purported to document a significant rise in the number of
hate crimes directed at Muslims. According to the report, "anti-Muslim hate crimes in the United
States" have gone up dramatically: from 42 cases in 2002, to 93 cases in 2003, to 141 in 2004.
[127] The mainstream media dutifully recycled CAIR's press release, effectively endorsing this
study by reporting it as a serious piece of research.[128] But closer inspection shows that of
twenty "anti-Muslim hate crimes" for which CAIR gives information, at least six are invalid.
[129]In September 2005, CAIR indulged in some Stalinist revisionism: as Robert Spencer
revealed, CAIR doctored a photo on its website to make it more Islamically correct by manually
adding a hijab onto a Muslim woman.[134] Despite all this, CAIR's statements continue to gain
the respectful attention of uncritical media outlets.White is the San Antonio chapter president of

ACT for America, an organization that brands itself as “the nation’s largest grass-roots national
security advocacy organization” and attacks what it sees as the creeping threat of sharia, or
Islamic law, in the form of Muslim organizations, mosques, refugees and sympathetic politicians.
[How a series of fringe anti-Muslim conspiracy theories went mainstream — via Donald Trump]
The group has found allies among a coterie of anti-Muslim organizations, speakers and Christian
fundamentalists, as well as with some state lawmakers. Bill Zedler, a Texas Republican state
representative, said during a recent forum supported by ACT that he fears political correctness is
masking the real problem: “Regardless of whether it’s al-Qaeda, or CAIR, or the Islamic State,
they just have different methodology for the destruction of Western civilization.”
Working through the Organisation for Islamic Cooperation (or OIC, which until 2011 was called
the Organisation of the Islamic Conference), Islamic states have been trying for years to convince
the United Nations to criminalize this thought crime they call Islamophobia.
Right after Sept. 11, 2001 the extreme-left, Soros-funded Tides Foundation created a “9/11 Fund”
to advocate a “peaceful national response” to the Islamic terrorist attacks. Tides later received an
OSF grant and renamed the fund the Democratic Justice Fund. Tides founder Drummond Pike,
who played a major role in covering up a million-dollar embezzlement at the former Association
of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), sat on the board of the Environmental
Working Group alongside Fenton Communications founder David Fenton. Fenton’s leftist public
relations firm created “an ad campaign for the liberal media group Fairness and Accuracy in
Reporting that falsely depicted” broadcaster Bill O’Reilly “as a bigot, liar and
‘Islamophobe’” (“The Great Smear Machine,” by Rowan Scarborough, Human Events, April 10,
2009).
The 2008 PR campaign promoted by FAIR was called, “Smearcasting: How Islamophobes Spread
Bigotry, Fear and Misinformation.” The list included what FAIR described as “some of the
media’s leading teachers of anti-Muslim bigotry, serving various roles in the Islamophobic
movement.” Apart from O’Reilly, those targeted were authors Michelle Malkin, Mark Steyn,
David Horowitz, and Robert Spencer; broadcasters Glenn Beck, Sean Hannity, and Michael
Savage; Investigative Project on Terrorism founder Steven Emerson; and Christian evangelist Pat
Robertson.
The fake, Soros-funded media watchdog Media Matters for America, relentlessly attacks anyone
who questions the nature or impact of Islam. Along with many left-wing journalists, the group
exploited the brief detention in September of Sudanese-American Ahmed Mohamed, a 14-yearold Muslim schoolboy in Irving, Texas, who brought a homemade clock that looked suspiciously
like a bomb to his high school. Mohamed, whose family has close ties to CAIR, used his newly
found celebrity to bash America, saying “If I was a Caucasian male, I’m pretty sure I wouldn’t
have gotten arrested.” In a Sept. 18 post, Media Matters complained that “right-wing media” are
“accusing President Obama and others of capitalizing on the student’s story to push false
concerns about Islamophobia.”
CAIR and its allies have spent years lobbying the FBI to give Muslims special leeway in
investigations. As of March 2012, FBI agents weren’t allowed to treat individuals associated with
terrorist groups as potential threats to the nation, according to an FBI directive titled, “Guiding
Principles: Touchstone Document on Training.” The fact that a terrorism suspect is associated
with a terrorist group means nothing, according to the document. It’s a “don’t ask, don’t tell”
policy that benefits terrorists (FrontPageMag, Sept. 24, 2012).
Accusing people of Islamophobia is a P.C. stratagem aimed at discrediting and silencing those
critics. Supporters of Islamism in the U.S. frequently hurl the epithet “Islamophobe” the same
way American left-wingers use the word racist to shut down debate, about, well, anything. The
Islamophobia smear is used against both critics of Islam and those who merely question whether

it is the religion of peace that the dangerously nonjudgmental Left assures Americans it is. But in
the real world, if one fears that Islamist ideology is an imperialist, totalitarian force, one is
rational. “Phobia” implies that one who harbors such fears or is skeptical of the intentions of any
Muslims is mentally unbalanced.
President Donald Trump: "We cannot allow the Internet to be used as a recruiting tool, and for
other purposes, by our enemy – we must shut down their access to this form of communication,
and we must do so immediately."
Consider that this has been done already.
THE LIBERALS NEW ISLAMIST FUTURE, THE YOUTH OF TOMORROW
FACEBOOK
NowThis: “We are the largest social video news publisher in the world.”
Still barely five years old, NowThis boasts of being the world’s “largest social video news
publisher” and has begun talks with Netflix and other streaming services to produce series-based
formats targeting younger viewers.
Many news consumers in older demographics may not have heard of it. But NowThis has become
a staple news source for millennial-aged audiences and is registering 2.6bn monthly views for its
mix of videos across 11 subject verticals from “Politics” to “Weed” (the politics of cannabis.)
Founded specifically to provide video news for social media, and originally specializing in
climate change and gay rights coverage, it has become the number one video news provider in
America on social platforms, according to Tubular Labs data for December.
Its 110-strong team, based in New York, produce over 100 new videos a day. The average age in
the newsroom is 26 and 90% of the content they produce is viewed on mobile.
NowThis News claims to be in the journalism business, but don’t be fooled.
This click-bait venture, which was founded in 2015 by Huffington Post co-founder Kenneth
Lerer, is your basic, run-of-the-mill propaganda outfit. Its real goal is the spread of political
agitprop.
(Definition of agitprop: propaganda, especially: political propaganda promulgated chiefly in
literature, drama, music, or art.)
The twist here is that NowThis disguises itself as a genuine newsroom.
In reality, this site has less in common with the Wall Street Journal, which does actual journalism,
than it does with the low-level Resistance grift, which relies on social media to distribute viral,
hyper-partisan content to eager left-leaning audiences. In fact, the only real difference between
the Resistance grifters and NowThis is that the latter is a full-blown organization, as opposed to a
single crank with a Twitter account.
HOW POWERFUL?
It is working on a series on refugees. Another project is focused on America’s upcoming midterm
elections, he says. “We are spending a lot of time looking at how we are going to be covering the

mid-term election, specifically for reaching and educating millennials about the issues that are
going to be driving people to the voting booth in November and the topics that matter; who are
the candidates that are running and who are the young millennial and diverse candidates.”"We
want to be seen as the global news brand for the next generation."
We must examine the philosophical and historical development of political correctness (PC), the
evidence that the PC movement is achieving those objectives in the West, the strategies and
tactics developed by the PC movement, how radical Islam fits into those strategies and tactics, the
degree to which Islamists are leveraging the PC narrative, how America might respond to the PC
movement and radical Islam to arrive at a state in which Americans discuss, report and act on
Islamist threats openly and rationally.
This is a typical NowThis Propaganda Video shared over 30 million times on Facebook.
This video bellows explains how this was done, and it has only 2000 views, this is detrimental to
the United States and its Citizens and is in fact an act of Treason.
2,000 views https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJV9x124CEI
NPR MOCKS JESUS CHRIST and CHRISTIANS IN THE NEWS.
Watch Bill O' Riley
NPR's BLASPHEMOUS HISTORY
a) Radio Network NPR Mocking Jesus (Published December 10, 2014): www.foxnews.com/
transcript/2014/12/10/radio-network-mocking-jesus.html
b) NPR Fails in Easter Report: Reports Jesus Did Not Die, Go to Hell or Rise Again
(04-01-2018): www1.cbn.com/cbnnews/entertainment/2018/april/npr-on-pope-francis- misquoteabout-hell-reports-instead-jesus-did-not-die-go-to-hell-or-rise-again-on-the-third-day
Robert Jeffress, senior pastor of First Baptist Church in Dallas, says a joke broadcast last
weekend on the NPR show "Wait Wait ... Don't Tell Me!" mocking Jesus Christ was
"blasphemous," and if Muhammad had been ridiculed, the host would've been fired.
Peter Sagal, host of NPR's weekend program "Wait Wait ... Don't Tell Me!" made a joke about a
Christmas ad campaign launched by the Diocese of Brooklyn that shows a woman taking a selfie
with Jesus Christ standing in the background. The print ads are part of an effort to reach out to
millennials during the Advent season.
"You can take a selfie with Jesus. The Catholic Church preaches that Jesus is always with us. In
fact, He's right behind you. So this new app, Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn, shows a woman
sitting by herself. She's holding out a phone to take a selfie like the kids do, but in the picture you
see this woman and a bearded beatific man standing behind her. It's not the same rando creepo
who got into the church, it's the son of God. This raises all sorts of questions for the woman. For
starters, why didn't Jesus just offer to take the picture Himself? His hands were occupied."
Pastor Jeffress said he wasn't going to "speculate what was going through [Sagal's] sick mind,"
but did want to comment on the hypocrisy of the secular media.
"What I do want to point out is that this illustrates the hypocrisy, the double standard of the
secular media when it comes to Christianity."
Jeffress countered that whether Sagal's joke was about Jesus Christ being nailed to the cross or

something salacious doesn't matter, because both are offensive; but mocking Him for being
crucified is "even worse."
"If it was talking about having His hands on the cross it's even worse," Jeffress asserted. "NPR, at
the very least, is ridiculing Christianity."
NPR has been known to have done similar things, but what is very disturbing is that the journalist
for NPR that wrote the defamatory story that destroyed my reputation and humanitarian efforts to
perform at a Benefit Concert also mocked Jesus Christ and the Plaintiff.
NPR's journalist Andrew Flanagan posted on his personal Facebook page an image of Jesus
Christ after his death, being carried from the tomb by Mary and others rescuing his body.
Next to the image Andrew Flanagan posted a message mocking Jesus saying: C U in three days
LOL! (LOL means Laugh out Loud.)
ANDREW FLANAGANS FACEBOOK

Andrew Flanagan's other attack on Christianity and Jesus Christ was another Facebook Profile
Picture Update where Flanagan mocked the “Sinner’s prayer" of "Jesus come into my life" and
instead posted over the statement "Jesus I'm a sinner, please come upon my body, and into my
mouth."
This is the journalist that NPR has hired 3 attorneys to defend.
I would like however to address what happened between myself and NPR, I am including the
actual text from one of my last Motions from William Yeager v. NPR.
Case 5:18-cv-04019-SAC-GEB Document 48 Filed 12/08/18
Quoted verbatim:
Since I was a young boy, I knew it was my destiny to be a Messenger of God, someone who
would defend the weak, be a voice for those who suffer, and to sound the trumpet of the
Watchman (Ezekiel & Jeremiah.) I met my wife and soulmate when I was 48. Together we
planned a mission; we had a vision to change the world, as artists, musicians, and filmmakers; we
decided to relinquish our comfortable lives, and gave away most of our material our possessions
and went to the Mojave Desert for 4 years on a quest for truth and to make our film Jesus of
Malibu.
For 4 more years we continued to work on our art and prepare for our mission. In 2015, after 3
years of production, The Film that Changed the World, which tells the story about our journey
and the making of our film Jesus of Malibu, and our mission, premiered at the ‘Red Dirt
International’ film festival and won the ‘Most Inspirational’ movie award.
In 2016 we were ready to share our work and began our mission to "raise the conscious
awareness of humanity" and to "help others who cannot help themselves." For over 1 year, we
planned and prepared a benefit concert to be held at an underground Missile Base in Kansas. The
proceeds were going to be used to purchase wheelchairs for land-mine victims; over 100 million
people still don't own their own wheelchair. All of this information was available on my personal
website www.billyyeager.com NPR was aware of all this.
Case 5:18-cv-04019-SAC-GEB Document 48 Filed 12/08/18 Page 12 of 133

In 2017, my wife and myself were minding our own business when we were "thrust into the
controversy" we never intended or wanted to be a part of, but the Court ruled otherwise.
On NPR's All Things Considered, my entire life was ridiculed, shamed, and scorned to over 14
million people on the air waves. If that wasn't enough they also published a 100% biased article
(not one single piece of information was written in good faith), written by a journalist with an
agenda, that destroyed 40 years worth of hard work, my reputation, my character and my future.
I was left in a state of severe depression; throughout emergency room visits (suicide attempts),
doctors visits, and antidepressants, I had no way to defend myself, but to take my own case.
MEDICAL RECORD
In fact my Tax dollars that I have paid all of my life were used against myself to destroy my life.
You could say that each American Citizen has contributed to my mental condition, and in
destroying my reputation and work.
That is correct, it can be said in fact that each American citizen contributed 1.00 this year
(unknowingly) to destroy our lives.
Our Federal Government took the American People’s hard working tax dollars and gave over
$444 million,13 Billion Total (taken from democrats, republicans, libertarians, green party, liberal
and conservatives) to CPB, who distributes funds to NPR, not to promote fair, trustworthy
unbiased news, but to operate a extremely dangerous agenda, spewing leftist propaganda, one
that is dividing our Nation, and you never had any say in the matter.
Case 5:18-cv-04019-SAC-GEB Document 48 Filed 12/08/18 Page 13 of 133
$ 444 Million given to the Defense Department, infrastructure, the U.S. Trillion $ debt, our
veterans with PTSD? No. Given to National Public Radio known for a fact as the extreme left
liberal propaganda machine, who has not only incorrectly reported the news many times before,
fired people with opinions outside of their belief system, censored well known authors such as
Noam Chomsky, but NPR has also several times openly mocked Jesus Christ being crucified,
and the reporter they are defending, who destroyed my life, has also openly blasphemed the Son
of God.
Our benefit concerts were destroyed and terminated due to myself being labeled as a fraud and a
charlatan across the world by NPR. However, the Court didn't find these accusations defamatory;
based on our present defamation laws, most anything can be labeled by the press as "protected
opinions."
The media has the power and ability to place you in the public eye, before millions of people
across the world, ridicule and make people scorn you; that is what NPR incited their readers to do
to me; I was even compared to Charles Manson, a man who manipulated women to stab, kill and
cut open a mother’s womb removing her unborn child. They took my Spiritual endeavors and
Christian values and virtues, and grinded them into the ground and nailed them and myself to a
cross.
Not only has the "father of lies" obtained the power to lie, steal and destroy, but it is protected by
the laws of defamation in the U.S.
Let it be known to the American People, what happened to me, could happen to any one of you

Case 5:18-cv-04019-SAC-GEB Document 48 Filed 12/08/18 Page 14 of 133
thanks to our Supreme Court’s decision on Sullivan, Gertz and Milkovich; so pay attention if you
really want to know what is wrong with the world.
This 133 page "Reconsideration" is being given to 250 media outlets beginning in 2019.
Together with the trailer of the documentary film William Yeager V. NPR, which has been
documenting this case for close to 2 years, and will follow my destiny / journey to challenge
this law / to the Supreme Courts / to help change this world for the betterment of humanity.
The one who yields the power of "information" in today’s world, is the one who rules the world.
The collapse of society is clearly upon us, and now is the time we must come together as a Nation
to defeat this division that is created by the media and press.
From Case 5:18-cv-04019-SAC-GEB Document 48
"These 4 words "Freedom of the Press” were conceived and written by God fearing men, who no
doubt sought the Divine Wisdom and Divine Inspiration to write our most cherished and revered
Constitutional Rights, but these 4 words "Thou Shall Not Lie" were proclaimed by our Creator...
To Whom do you obey, The Lord God, or the New York Times?
Whether you look to the stars, or bow the knee, or look unto the heart to find that which is
beautiful, true and perfect is not what matters so much, what does matter is every good hearted
man, woman and child, knows right from wrong.
The United States of America is only Great, because its States are supposed to Stand United, so
that United We do Stand, yet we Americans can witness amongst ourselves today the great
division in this land due to the media.
The immense power and persuasion of the media and press in today’s culture molds the Nation,
and influences our younger generation and future." William Yeager
BIAS # 2
There is even the growing admission from the press corps itself that partisan politics and political
beliefs influence news reporting. A few examples below exemplify this growing trend.
• News media insider Bernard Goldberg wrote in the Wall Street Journal, “There are lots of
reasons fewer people are watching network news, and one of them, I’m more convinced than
ever, is that our viewers simply don’t trust us. And for good reason. The old argument that the
networks and other ‘media elites’ have a liberal bias is so blatantly true that it’s hardly worth
discussing anymore. No, we don’t sit around in dark corners and plan strategies on how we’re
going to slant the news. We don’t have to. It comes naturally to most reporters.”
• Experienced news commentator Robert Novack, in USA Today wrote that “members of the
national media tend to share a uniformly liberal ideology, their ideology originates from a
number of left-of- center experiences in their university education, tightly knit peer groups, and
the milieu of popular culture since the 1960s.”40
• There is a, particularly at the networks, at the lower levels, among the editors and the so-called
infrastructure, there is a liberal bias. There is a liberal bias at News- week, the magazine I work
for.”
• Walter Cronkite, known and trusted by millions said, “Everybody knows that there’s a liberal,
that there’s a heavy liberal persuasion among correspondents.”

• The New York Times recently admitted that it is “a liberal news- paper.”
Excessive Pay
Former NPR C.E.O. Kenneth Stern, who departed in 2008, is atop the list,
receiving $1,319,541 as part of his four-year contract. Another former exec, PBS C.O.O. Wayne
Godwin, who served from 2000 to 2008, was paid $398,063. Current PBS C.E.O. Paula Kerger,
$534,500, up from $424,209 at end of fiscal 2007. Rounding out the list, in descending order:
Laura Walker, CEO of WNYC Radio, $474,808; Al Jerome, KCET president, $426,688; Jeff
Clarke, CEO, Northern California Public Broadcasting, $406,501; Neal Shapiro, WNET
president, $400,570; Sharon Percy Rockefeller, WETA president, $391,904; Thomas Conway,
WNET v.p., $374,321; Daniel Schmidt, WTTW president, $347,491. William Kling, Minnesota
Public Radio/American Public Media president, $347,217; Jonathan Abbott, WGBH president,
$337,870; Jon McTaggart, MPR/APR CEO, $313,967; Joseph Bruns, WETA executive v.p.,
$303,108; Linda O'Bryon, Northern California Public Broadcasting chief content officer,
$282,360; Paula Apsell, senior exec producer at WGBH, $278,209; Dean Cappello, chief creative
officer, WNYC Radio, $272,072; Deborah Hinton, KCET exec v.p., $251,446; Dennis Haarsager,
NPR interim CEO, $219,369; and Reese Marcusson, WTTW CFO, $214,397.

More disturbing is the fact (documentation below) there is a new agenda being promoted by
Liberals, blaming violence and the deaths of journalists on conservatives.
Violence against journalists has reached unprecedented levels this year, and the situation is now
critical," RSF secretary general Christophe Deloire said in a news release accompanying the
report.
"The hatred of journalists that is voiced, and sometimes very openly proclaimed, by unscrupulous
politicians, religious leaders and businessmen has tragic consequences on the ground, and has
been reflected in this disturbing increase in violations against journalists," he added.
CNN PROPAGANDA The findings further highlight the volatility faced by journalists across the
world over the past twelve months, a period which has seen high-profile murders and
imprisonments as well as verbal attacks on the news media by key global figures, including US

President Donald Trump.
It is no mystery, most everyone knows NPR as being the most extreme liberal left media outlet by
all standards and studies. (www.prospect.org/article/why-liberals-love-and-trust-npr)
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NPR Serious Conflict of Interest Issues
Exposed states that "Davidson is a shrewd propagandist with a long, consistent history of shilling
for powerful interests - and failing to disclose his financial ties to the companies he reports on."
Davidson is accepting speaking fees from the industry he covers for both NPR and The New York
Times Magazine, something largely viewed as an unsavory, questionable practice by most
journalists Over the years, Davidson has boosted for the Iraq War and whitewashed the
occupation of Iraq, praised sweatshop labor and "experimenting on the poor," attacked the idea of

regulating Wall Street, parroted libertarian propaganda about the government’s inability to
directly create jobs, argued for "squeezing the middle class," and shamelessly fawned over Wall
Street for allegedly blessing Americans with "just about anything that makes you happy." (Read
Adam Davidson's full S.H.A.M.E. profile.)
The new show, called Planet Money, was a partnership between NPR and Chicago Public Media's
This American Life, and was molded on Davidson’s successful subprime episode. Not
surprisingly, Planet Money was compromised almost from the very start.
While Adam Davidson has recently come under increasing scrutiny for using his NPR platform to
promote the narrow interests of the super-wealthy in this country, little attention has thus far been
given to Davidson's corruption—his numerous financial conflicts of interest that seriously
undermine his claims to being a journalist, and instead reveal Davidson as a glorified product
spokesman for his Wall Street sponsors.
In early 2009, just a few months after Planet Money was launched, NPR announced it had
secured Ally Bank (formerly GMAC) as the show's exclusive sponsor. It was an unusual setup for
NPR, and unusual (and highly dubious) for anything that called itself journalism, because it
meant that a major, troubled financial institution was the only source of money for a news
program about finance. At the time that the unusual agreement was signed, Planet Money was the
only NPR program underwritten by a single exclusive sponsor. The arrangement raised eyebrows
and would have been unthinkable before the crisis—but even by post-crisis funding
arrangements, Planet Money's deal with Ally Bank stood out as such an obvious violation of basic
journalism standards that even Ad Age, the advertising industry's trade publication, was taken
aback by the "close alignment of message and news program."
To understand why Davidson's arrangement with Ally Bank is so odious, a little background is
needed. Ally Bank is a subsidiary of Ally Financial, a giant financial services company formerly
known as GMAC. There's a good reason why GMAC would have wanted to change its name to
"Ally Financial" after the financial collapse: The bank is one of the biggest mortgage servicers in
the country, and has been one of the very worst offenders in foreclosure fraud and in the very
same subprime fraud that Davidson whitewashed as a "blameless" phenomenon. GMAC deserves
far more blame—and jail time—than any of the subprime borrowers it fleeced and ruined. Since
GMAC collapsed in late 2008, it has received more than $17 billion taxpayer bailout funds in a
series of bailouts. As of August 1, 2012, 74% of Ally Financial was still owned by the U.S.
Government. [ 1 ]
At the time Ally signed its sponsorship agreement with Planet Money, the bank was being
investigated across the country for foreclosure fraud, robo-signing fraud, and student loan fraud.
Even as bad bailed-out banks go, GMAC/Ally is considered one of the worst, most tainted of
them all.
The Columbia Journalism Review described the Planet Money interview as a "disaster" and
"really cringeworthy stuff from Davidson," who was so rude and unprofessional that NPR's
Ombudsman was forced to issue a public apology for his behavior. Davidson's excuse: he had
been traveling for a NPR fundraiser and was "very, very tired."
What Adam Davidson did not disclose to the public was that at the same time he was smearing
Elizabeth Warren and attacking legislation that would protect consumers against the sort of bank
fraud that has devastated millions of Americans, Ally Bank, the sole sponsor underwriting
Davidson's Planet Money show and his salary, was simultaneously spending hundreds of
thousands lobbying against the Financial the Consumer Protection Agency Act of 2009.
Congress has charged CPB with financial oversight responsibi- lity for funds that it distributes.
The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 provides that recipients of this funding, "Keep adequate
books, records and reports, be audited biannually by independent accountants, submit audit

reports to CPB, and provide such other financial information as CPB may require." NPR
executives consider these requirements overly burdensome and have never really paid serious
attention to them. Says one former CPB executive, rela- tions between NPR and CPB "are thin.
116 A number of CPB sources told The Heritage Foundation that NPR representatives routinely
lobby Congress behind CPB's back. "They're very effective.
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Many other NPR employees come from philosophically similar political backgrounds. NPR
Capitol Hill reporter Cokie Roberts is a child of Congress. Her mother is Representative Lindy
Boggs (D-LA), and her father was the late Representative Hale Boggs (D-LA). NPR reporter
Linda Wertheimer is married to Common Cause president Fred Wertheimer. Commentators for
NPR include such political leftists as Lou Cannon, Tom Shales, Daniel Shorr, Rod McLeish, and
Tom Noyes.
TYPICAL COMMENTS FROM READERS
X JFKdemocrat • the hill
We can't afford to subsidize the media. It distorts the market. They should succeed or fail on their
own merits, period. Cut the cord. Brendan Sasso's article headline at the Hill, is basically a lie.
NPR didn't just hire this lobbying group to "protect" it from republican budget cuts...." The
organization has a Policy and Representation department that has been advocating on behalf of
NPR for decades, according to Dana Rehm, an NPR spokeswoman". The lobbying group is
making sure the funds they've been able to secure from the old democrat majorities in Congress,
aren't lost. NPR is just one of the many ways in which the left uses taxpayer dollars to advance its
partisan and ideological agenda. It should be cut off without a cent.
CalGunOwner • the hill
So,
Brendan Sasso's article headline at the Hill, is basically a lie. NPR didn't just hire this lobbying
group to "protect" it from republican budget cuts...."
The organization has a Policy and Representation department that has been advocating on behalf
of NPR for decades, according to
Dana Rehm, an NPR spokeswoman". The lobbying group is making sure the funds they've been
able to secure from the old democrat majorities in Congress, aren't lost.
It's time for.... "WE THE PEOPLE"
Elaine theRainbow • the hill
THE npr BECAME SO BIAS & DISGUSTING!
IF FOX, CNN, MSNBC... ARE NONE FUNDED MEDIA, WHY SHOULD npr?! DE-FUND
npr ALREADY!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Arch • the hill NPR is a Leftist propaganda organ. If the Federal Government wants to fund it, we
should play with the same rules across the political spectrum. The Feds should also fund Rush,
Beck, and Levin (at least they might make a return on their investment).
Mtaylor0311 • the hill

So my tax dollars go to NPR to pay for a lobbyist to get more of my tax dollars and liberals see
nothing wrong with that? LOL
It's a clone of how the Dem party works.
Famtry Mtaylor0311 • the hill
Think you missed this sentence: " She noted that no federal funds are being used to pay for the
lobbying firm."
novembercantcomesoonenough • the hill
Their best hope for salvation would be to actually have balanced reporting. Hardly cost them
anything BUT their commie zeal
Poppa • the hill
NPR has turned into a liberal POS mouthpiece for obama and all tax payer funding should stop.
And I say this as a listener and financial supporter of my local NPR station.
sysoptions • the hill
I love it. Another little one from the left group might have their government tit cut off. ALLONS
Gaubladt sysoptions • the hill
NPR gets most of it's funding from corporations and individuals like the Koch Bros. The only
leftist associated with NPR are some of the suckers who listen.
phillipbias • the hill
if they can afford lobbiests they dont need our money
OldeGrump1 • the hill
No public money used for advocacy? What is she listening to? Everything on NPR promotes the
democrat party and its agenda, from the news that they report, to that which they do not, to the
manner in which they present their news, and the tone of their voices as it is read. NPR needs to
stand on its own; it already sells advertising and begs for money from it listeners. It has revenue
streams. It's long past time to cut it off from any taxpayer funding.
Ckoster • the hill
Another example of public television pushing left wing propaganda.....PBS will air “Dollars and
Dentists,” a Soros-connected documentary advocating for socialized dental coverage, claiming
that there is a lack of affordable dental care that is endangering the lives of millions of children. A
press release and promo for the “Frontline” special, which debuts on Junes 26, reveals that in
addition to the convenient election year timing, the documentary is hyperbolic, and made in
conjunction with a group that gets funding from the the left-wing billionaire.
The narrator for the documentary is an outspoken proponent of lefty propaganda and the whole
things is backed by organizations funded, in part, by George Soros. The arguments of “Dollars
and Dentists” also closely parallel a CBS program that aired almost four years earlier to the day,
during the last presidential election cycle.
It's time to stop the funding on this liberal propaganda machine.. I object to my taxpayer money
funding something so biased.....
Elaine theRainbow • the hill
DE-FUND BIAS npr NOW!!!
Gamera • the hill
This is a prime example of corporate welfare. NPR should NOT be receiving ANY tax dollars.

Political Centrist • the hill
Those dirty SOB's in DC better cut off the funding for NPR. Why in the world does my tax
money have to pay for a second rate news station? There are all sorts of news stations FOR
FREE if you haven't noticed. This is more liberal propaganda I will tell you who WON'T be reelected...the GOP if they don't cut off funding for this freaking waste of money
Gamera • the hill
The more gov't redistributes our wealth, the less freedom we have. Our gov't should NOT be
subsidizing any company UNLESS it is a matter of life and death.
jfnance32 • the hill
Why do Republicans allow one cent to go to NPR and Planned Parenthood?
redwolf6911 • the hill
This is a left wing bunch, no matter how much they say otherwise. They can get their butts out
and raise their own funding.
Gaubladt redwolf6911 • the hill
Every 501(c3) you see on TV puking on liberals, is stealing your tax money by evading taxes.
CTConservatives47 • the hill
NPR is just one of the many ways in which the left uses taxpayer dollars to advance its partisan
and ideological agenda. It should be cut off without a cent.
It's about control. Gain control over an organization and you control their funding. It's the same
with the corrupt labor unions who steal their members dues to support candidates that many of
them oppose and foundations that advance leftist causes. The Democrats could not survive
without theft at many levels.
Jennie123 • the hill
Of Course public money is being used to hire a lobbyist, Money is fungible, if any money is spent
on lobbyists, and you get some $$ from Government then some money is going for Lobbyists.
Der..
Wang Newton • the hill
NPR is a mouthpiece for the Left, nothing more...defund them now
simon • the hill
Defund, defund, defund, defund----THIS SHOULD BE JUST THE START----BarryCare next!!!
rvictory2012 • the hill
NPR is taking public funding and supporting the leftwing radical's socialist takeover of our
country. NPR is just another net-working organization helping Obama seize power away from
conservatives and turn this country into a radical, leftwing centralized government, that will look
like Cuba, Venezuela, or North Korea in the end. They're mentally-ill and their minds are warped
and twisted socialist. No other country has ever been successful because the dictator takes all the
money for those running his Centralize Government. What ashame and disgrace to the United
States of America.
jaimo • the hill
Let them sink or swim on their own. I'm sure there are enough rich liberals willing to part with a

couple of bucks to keep their own personal news and propaganda channel on the air
willie12345 • the hill
No more money for NPR. They have themselves to blame for their own demise
Gaubladt • the hill
As a youth, in Jr College, I remember listening to NPR and enjoying it, and respecting the
insightful perspectives it gave to me.
Now, I hear mainly right wing corporate militarist points of view that completely shut out any
other perspectives.
The pundits act as if they were propagandists for the Koch Bros.
It seems like they pattern their arguments along the line of Shakespear's eulogy of Julius Caesar:
I come to bury Caesar, not to praise him,
But, the evil men do lives after them,
while the good is often interred with their bones... ...
One would think that they, of all the media outlets, would be the most likely to give both, or
more, sides to an argument. Instead, I hear the corporatist talking point. Or they will elevate the
corporate line above the others.
Mel Wax of KQED made an interesting argument against public funding.
The current devolution of NPR is the embodied manifestation of his argument
phillipbias Sooner79 • the hill
not for my kids
the last thing i want is a bunch of stupid ignorant left winged scabs
no i will decide how my children see the world. as far as i am concerned NPR crossed the line 25
years ago. and has gotten worse with every passing year. its a left winged attack on america
family values, the sooner NPR is off the air the better.
Wang Newton the hill•
Actually the BBC admitted its own bias, so yes, if they insist on maintaining a partisan viewpoint
at taxpayer expense, de-fund them.
navigato the hill •
I am willing to grant that NPR has some very good programs. On the other hand, their left-wing
bias is palpable, and cannot be tolerated in a publicly funded enterprise. If they were to find
balance, I would be all for funding
NPR statistics ON Palestinian Issues
NPR bias is apparent also in the chronic amplifying of Palestinian grievances and perspectives in
story focus and reporters’ language and in the de-emphasizing or omitting of Israeli concerns. It is
evident as well in frequent factual errors portraying Israel in a negative light. Many of these errors
were material and egregious, and none were corrected.
Entirely one-sided programs were commonplace, whether devoted to assailing Ariel Sharon as a
“war criminal,” to characterizing Israel as a “Jim Crow” nation which should be done away with
in its “apartheid” form, or to blaming Israel for excessive violence, anti-American riots in Arab
capitals and erosion of a supposed Arab commitment to peace. There was little for which Israel
was not held culpable.
Palestinian/Arab and pro-Arab speakers enjoyed 77% more prominence. More striking still, in
these 65 segments the Palestinian/Arab and pro-Arab speakers were afforded 18,321 words

spoken on the air, while the Israeli and pro-Israel speakers were given just 4,934.National Public
Radio has an Israel problem. The tax-supported network’s coverage of the Arab-Israeli conflict
has long been marred by a striking anti-Israel tilt, with severe bias, error and lack of balance
commonplace. A rigorous analysis of NPR’s broadcasts over a recent two-month period
dramatically underscores the network’s skewed approach to covering Israel. Beginning with the
outbreak of violence in Israel and the Palestinian Authority areas on September 26, 2000, the
analysis examined all of NPR’s major news and interview programs.
Although there were, in this period, occasional NPR segments that presented information in a
straightforward and balanced way, distorted, erroneous, and biased reports were broadcast on
virtually a daily basis, continuing the pattern documented in previous CAMERA studies of the
network’s output.
NPR’s partisanship was evident, first of all, in the disproportionate reliance on Arab/Palestinian
and pro-Arab speakers compared to Israeli and pro-Israeli speakers. During the two months of
study more than 56 percent of the guests were Palestinian/Arab or pro-Arab, and those guests
were afforded 77 percent more words than the Israeli/pro-Israeli guests.
All information provided by William Yeager.
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